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Dance Playground is where we explore dance and
movement through unusual play structures.
This Playground accompanies our dance theatre
performance "The Basket", which in turn was
inspired by "The Incredible Basket", written by
local writer Quek Hong Shin.
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Get Dancing 1. Make circles with your hands
2. Put them around your eyes - these are your bug eyes
3. Look around your house
4. Spot 3 (unbreakable) baskets
5. Gather these baskets and balance them on top of each other
6. Try balancing them on your body in different ways
7. Make different angles and shapes with your body to balance baskets
8. Try moving and dancing while balancing baskets
9. Put the objects aside, and keep dancing
10. Take deep breaths and stretch, to cool down
No baskets?
Not to worry - use empty tissue boxes, bags, pouches... In
fact, anything that can contain stuff!
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Get Reading 1. Read "The Incredible Basket" by Quek Hong Shin.
2. Recall what the basket contained.
3. Discuss what else a basket might contain.
4. Discuss how your body can also be a basket, and can contain things,
feelings, and other people's feelings too!

About Rolypoly Family
Rolypoly Family dance projects and programmes support the artistic, creative and socialemotional learning of young children and their families. We are a team of dance artists brought
together by our intuitive and sensitive movement practices and our dedication to the creative
genius of children.
Our name is a statement of our beliefs - that families come in all shapes and sizes, that kinship
can grow through creative and physical play and that rhyming is as fun in language as in dance.
Rolypoly Family is a division of Derring-Do Dance.

Enjoy!
Stay in, stay safe with love,
Rolypoly Family

